
File Rescue
In case of accidental data loss, SONY SD 
Card users can use File Rescue software 
to try to recover their data for free.

Scan Utility
Scan Utility is a free software provided 
to Sony SD Card users to monitor the 
Card’s status and condition. You can 
easily see the status of your card at any 
time you need and be aware whether a 
change is needed to protect your data.
File Rescue and Scan Utility are 
available on Sony website.
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* Compared to SD association standards

Durability 



World’s TOUGHEST SD Card World’s FASTEST SD Card

Model name SF32TG SF64G SFG1G
Capacity 32GB 64GB 128GB

Ean Code 027242908314 027242908321 027242908338

Your contents safe as never before

“Sony cares about keeping professional 
photographers work safe and steps up the SD Card 

specification with the new SF-G TOUGH…”

Never miss another shot

The new Sony SF-G TOUGH is the  
world’s fastest SD Card.

SF-G TOUGH is the premium choice to  
fully experience the speed of your camera. 

This card enables you to enjoy burst 
shooting at the maximum of your camera 
possibilities and it is the perfect partner  

in your 4K video recordings.

Bend proof
The toughest card in the 
world can withstand up  
to 18kg of pressure.

Waterproof
72 hours in 5 meters depth

Read Speed: 300MB/s
Write Speed: 299MB/s

Dustproof
No sand, dust, mud or dirt can enter  
due to the card’s monolithic structure

Monolithic design
SF-G TOUGH innovatively transforms 
the way SD Cards are being built – thanks 
to the one molding production process 
which prevents water, dust and dirt from 
entering the card.

Materials
Sony engineers have used harder materials 
to make it 18x stronger than the SD 
association standard which makes it the 
toughest SD card in the world.

Removal of easy-to-break 
parts
New SF-G TOUGH has no protection lock 
and is also the world’s first ribless card. 
This protects your card even further by 
eliminating parts that easily break.
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